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ON LEVEL 0 AFFINE LIE MODULES 

D. J. BRITTEN AND F. W. LEMIRE 

ABSTRACT. It is proven that the dimensions of the homogeneous summands of a 
nontrivial Z graded module for an infinité dimensional Heisenberg algebra on which a 
central element acts as nonzero scalar are unbounded. This result is then applied to show 
that the central elements of an affine Lie algebra act trivially on any indecomposable 
diagonalizable module whose weight spaces are of bounded dimension. 

Let C[t~l, t] be the algebra of Laurent polynomials and let Q be a finite dimensional 
simple Lie algebra over the complex numbers C of rank n. The non-twisted affine Lie 
algebras can be realized as 

L(Ç) = (g® c[*, r1]) e Ce e cd 

where, after fixing a non-degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear C-valued form (• | •) 
on Ç, the multiplication is given by 

[x®tk + vc + fj,d,y®tkl+v\c + fj,\d] 

= [x,y] ® ^ + fjbkiy 0 f*1 - fi\kx 0 J* + kSk-kl(x \ y)c. 

The twisted affine algebras are described as being the fixed points of an automorphism 
on a non-twisted affine algebra. If a is a diagram automorphism of Q of order k and e is 
a primitive &-th root of unity then a extends to L( Ç) by a(c) = c, a(d) = d, a(x ® f) = 
ee(T(x) (8) f, and linearity. The twisted affine algebra La(Ç) is the subalgebra of L{Ç) 
of fixed points of a. Denote the affine algebra under consideration as L and so L could 
be either twisted or non-twisted. Let H denote the Cartan subalgebra of L. Since every 
diagram automorphism have possible orders 1, 2 or 3 and each leaves some root vector 
fixed, the corresponding element h in the Cartan subalgebra of Q is fixed and we find the 
Heisenberg subalgebra 

^ = 9 ]T C(h (8) t6k) 0 Cc. 
o^ez 

in L. In the non-twisted case, we take a to be the identity automorphism so that our 
algebra H is defined in all cases. We normalize the bilinear form so that {h\h)=\ and 
set t = t6. Then [(h 0 ?), (h 0 t~k)] = kc. 

Modules are called diagonalizable provided they admit a weight space decomposition 
V — EMe^* ^ relative to H. In this paper we assume that all modules are diagonaliz
able with finite dimensional weight spaces. A nonzero module is said to be torsion free 
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provided that each real root vector x acts injectively on all weight spaces (see [ 1 ]). A mod
ule is said to be pointed provided it is simple and it has at least one 1-dimensional weight 
space. Clearly, all the weight spaces of pointed torsion free modules are 1-dimensional. 
These modules are, in some sense, at the opposite end of the spectrum from integrable 
modules studied in [2], [3] and [4] which require that real root vectors act as locally 
nilpotent operators. For each simple integrable module V of a non-twisted affine Lie al
gebra, there exists an integer £(V), called the level of V, such that the central element c 
acts as the scalar £(^) , i.e. cv = l{V)v for all v E V. If the level of a simple integrable 
module V is nonzero then V is either a highest weight module belonging to a dominant 
integral weight or its dual. If the level of V is zero then V is a so called loop module. It 
turns out that simple torsion free modules also have the property that c acts as the scalar 
0. Since the natures of integrable modules and of torsion free modules are quite different, 
we seek a common property of these modules which forces l(V) = 0. In this brief note, 
we prove: 

MAIN THEOREM. If V is a diagonalizable module for a simple affine algebra over 
C such that the dimensions of the weight spaces are bounded, and the central element c 
acts as a scalar c then c = 0. 

Let *W denote the i^-submodule of V generated by some weight space of V. Clearly 
<W is a Z graded 9i module where hf&f- acts as an operator of degree k and c acts 
as a nonzero scalar, say c. Since the graded summands of *W are contained in distinct 
weight spaces of V the main theorem is a direct consequence of the following result on 
representations of Heisenberg algebras. 

THEOREM. Let Oibea Heisenberg algebra with basis {ak \ k E Z \ {0}} U {c} with 
multiplication 

[ai,a-j] = WijC [ai9c]=0 

Let *W = E/ez 'Wibea nontrivial Z graded !H module on which ak acts as an operator 
of degree k (i.e. a^Wi C Wi+^for all i) and c acts as a nonzero scalar c. Then for all 
N e Z there exists i E Z such that dim Wi>N. 

Before tackling the proof of this theorem we introduce some notation and make some 
preliminary remarks. 

First, without loss of generality, we may assume that each summand W/ is finite di
mensional. We freely identify the element at E 9i with their images as linear operators 
on <W. Then, for each k E Z, we define Tk = aka-k. It is clear that {7^} is a set of 
commuting operators on W of degree 0 and hence for each / E Z there exists a nonzero 
vector W[ E 14j which is a common eigenvector for all Tk. Fix some / E Z and let A* 
denote the eigenvalue of Tk corresponding to w/. Then set 

<wf ) = {w e Wt | Tkw = xhw}. 
We observe that for k ^ 0 at most one of the eigenvalues A# and A_£ can be zero since 
Xk = X-jç + kc. Let 

Wt = f| 1if\ 
kez 
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Clearly W/ ^ {0} since 0 ^ w, G W,. By the finite dimensionality of Wi it follows that 
there is some K such that 

Wt = f| *Wf} = H ***?*}-

Fix an integer K with this property for the remainder of this paper. With these remarks 
in hand we now prove the theorem through a sequence of lemmas. 

LEMMA 1. Let a = a^a^ • • • a^ with k\ = — X^L2 &/> m > 2 and ki,..., km all 
integers of the same sign having absolute value greater than K. Then aW{ = 0. 

PROOF. Set b = Tkv Since for -K < k < K we have [a, Tk] = 0 it follows that 
aWi C <Wj® for d\-K<k<K and hence aW( C Wt. Therefore, [a, b]w = a(bw) -
b(aw) = a(\klw) — Xkl(aw) = 0 for all w 6 Wi and hence [a,b]W[ = (0). However 
[a, b] = k\ca and, since c =̂  0, we have that aWt = (0) as required. • 

LEMMA 2. Let p\ ,...,pqbe distinct integers of the same sign andp = Y,Pi- Then 

Tk(K+\)aPl(K+\) ' ' ' aPq(K+\)Wi = Ofcflpi(tf+i) * * * apq(K+\)Wi Q Wi+p(K+\) 

whereQc = Aw + i) ifk ^ ±piforanypiandQc = \k{K+\) TPi(K+l)c, ifk = ±/?;. 

PROOF. The containment in iM^+P(K+\) is due to the fact that aPi(K+\) is an operator 
of degree pi(K + 1). If k =̂  ±.pi for any /?/, the result follows from the commutativity 
of the operators. If k = dtp; for some/?/ the result follows from [a-Pi(K+i),api(K+\)] — 
-Pi(K+\)c. ' m 

LEMMA 3. Either \k(K+\) = Qfor allk> 1 or A-^+i) = Ofor all k > 1. 

PROOF. Since 

+ (K+l)cTK+l 

it follows that 

aK+\aK+\a-(K+\)a-(K+\)W = ^K+\(^K+\ +(K+ l)c)w 

for all w eWi. Similarly, 

a-(K+\)a-{K+\)aK+\aK+\w = A_(A:+I)(A-(A:+I) - (K+ l)c)w 

for all w E Wi. Set a = a2(K+\)a-(K+i)a-(K+\) and b = Û-2(*+I)ÛJ:+IÛJ:+I- By Lemma 1, 
for all w E Wi we have aw = 0 and /?w = 0 and hence baw = 0 which implies that 

(*) A-2(A:+I)AK+I (Ajr+i + (^ + l)c) = 0 

while abw = 0 yields 

(**) A2(K+I)A-(K+I)(A_(K+I) - (tf + l)c) = 0. 
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Suppose that XK+\ = 0. Then, as observed earlier, this implies that X-(K+\) = 
—(K + l)c. By (**) we have 2X2(K+\)(K + \fc2 = 0 and hence À2(*+i) = 0. On the 
other hand, if \K+\ ^ 0, then by (*) either A_2(*+i) = 0 or A/r+i = —(K + \)c. If 
AAT+I = — (K+ \)c then substituting into (**) we conclude that A2(*+i) = 0. Therefore in 
any case either \2{K+\) = 0 or A-2(A:+I) = 0. Since not both \2{K+\) = 0 and X-2(K+\) = 0 
can be valid, we may assume without loss of generality that A_2(A:+I) = 0andA2(A:+i) ^ 0. 
The assumption that \2(K+i) ^ 0 implies that XK+\ ^ 0. Now for m > 2 set 

am = am{K+\)a-{m-\){K+\)a-{K+\) and bm = a-m(K+i)a(m-i)(K+i)aK+i • 

By Lemma 1, bmamWi = (0) and so \-m(K+\)X(m-i)(K+i)XK+i = 0, and by an inductive 
argument A(m_i)(/m)A(*+i) ^ 0. Therefore, X-m(K+i) = 0 for all m > 1. • 

The proof of the theorem involves the concept of a partition of a positive integer 
n = n\ + • • • + np into p distinct parts. Let T{ri) be the number of such partitions. These 
numbers have generating function 

iez+ 

It is easy to see that 10 is the first integer such that !P(«) > n. An easy constructive 
induction argument proves that (P(ri) >nis true for all n > 10. 

PROOF OF THEOREM. Assume, contrary to what we want to prove, that there exists 
an integer TV which is an upper bound on the dimensions of the summands Wj. Let M = 
max{ 10, TV +1} and let {Mi/,..., MPii} for 1 < / < !P(n) be the /-th partition of M having 
distinct parts. The strategy is to show that the dimension of {H^+M(K+\) is greater than TV 
providing the desired contradiction. 

The two cases given to us by Lemma 3 are similar and so we treat the case of A^+i) = 
0 for all k > 1. We observe that (0) ^ a-2Mu{K+\) ' ' ' a-2MPii(K+\)Wi since \-k(K+\) ^ 0 
for all k > 1. By Lemma 2, 

Tk(K+l)^2Mu(K+l) ' ' ' a2Mp.i(K+l)Wi = (kia2Mu(K+l) ' ' ' ^2MPii(K+l)^i 

where & = Xk(K+\) if k ^ ±2Mjt for any Mjt and & = Aw+i) =F 2Mjt(K + l)c, if 
k = ±2Mji. 

If k ^ IMji for all Mji then & = 0 and if k = 2Mjt then Cja = -2Mn(K + l)c. 
Let 0 ^ v,- G ci2Mu{K+\) ' ' 'a2Mpi(K+\)Wi. Then v/ is a common eigenvector for all the 
operators 7*. We claim that {v, | 1 < / < !P(M)} is a linearly independent set. Suppose 
that £J=i diVt = 0 with dm ^ 0. Set Tj = T2Mjm(K+\) and observe that 

0 = T[ • • • rm(£divt) = (-lf>»2P>«(K + If- ( f lM ; m ) dmcvm. 

This contradicts dm =£ 0 and proves the claim. Now observe that by our choice of M the 
number of elements in the set {v, | 1 < / < !P(M)} is greater than N. This contradiction 
completes the proof. • 
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